
Chapter 5 

Analysis of Seasonal Load Demand Profile 

5.1 Typical Seasonal Demand Profile 

The graph below (Figure 5.1) shows the building load in a typical peak demand design day. 

The estimated load profile is considered to be moderately consistent based on historical 
data recorded in this region of where the selected project located (Garden project in Middle 
East). 

However, in our design we require that the necessary adjustment and flexibility will be 
included in the specialist software to cope with the local impact of climate change. 

In order to achieve this, the proposed system should include a load profile prediction 
methodology. This will use multiple load estimate inputs, weather data records and the 
actual load data from the previous day. This will require interactive operator input into the 
control software. 

In order to optimize energy usage an ice storage system is proposed. The ice storage 
strategy will ensure that the chillers and mechanical equipment are used in the most 
efficient way and reduce the size of plant and electrical load to meet peak loads. 

The Ice storage system proposed, provides the system with the principal method of dealing 
with the peak load requirement ofthe building profile as illustrated in Figure 5.1 

Figure 5. 1 shows the distribution ofloads in the primary production cycles. 

• Light blue color (bottom) represents supply from base load chillers: 

• Purple color (middle) the supply from glycol chillers 

• Grey bars (top) cooling produced from stored ice 
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Figure 5.1 
Thermal load contour of the building and its distribution from primary production 
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The building load is the boundary curve in red illustrated in Figure 5.1; and indicates the 
load profile of building load in a typical design day . The load should be achieved with 
optimum and economical operation of the mechanical system. 

The ice storage system uses standard glycol chillers to make ice at night when utilities 
potentially charge less for electricity and cooling demand rates are low. 

The ice cooling supplements or even replaces mechanical cooling during the day when 
utility rates are potentially at their highest. Another advantage of ice storage is that it acts 
as standby cooling capacity in a situation where the base load water chiller is unable to 
operate, until the CPCS switches over to standby ITES modules. 

On a peak day, the total glycol chillers and base load chillers capacity alone will not be 
sufficient to meet the predicted peak demand of the profile. 

The peak load is achieved using the base load chillers, glycol chillers and the cooling 
produced in the ice burn process. Latent and sensible heat is absorbed from the glycol 
system during the melting process of ice. This is the basic concept for the design that has 
been proposed for the cooling load distribution to match the load profile of the cooling 
systems. 
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n a typical design day, the base load chillers should operate in combination with glycol 
;hillers, ice storage facilities and heat exchangers to achieve all its building thennal load 
·equirements while ensuring the minimal power input to the system. 

fhe ITES consists of chillers, heat exchangers and variable volume pumps operating via 
VSD. 

The optimization of daily energy consumption largely depends on the selection of the most 
economical modes of operation based on kWh, kVA ratings, store ice capacity and the 
current efficiency of chillers. The efficiency varies mainly with the extemal ambient 
conditions of the day. It is intended that the chillers should be operated for the minimum 
number of hours during high day time ambient conditions when they run less efficiently. 

The efficiency of the chillers during night operation is higher due to low ambient 
temperature condition. The charged ice is bumed during the day and used to support the 
refrigeration load in order to match peak requirement of the building load contour. 

Maximizing the night time hours of operation, where low ambient conditions occur, will 
benefit operation through more efficient refrigeration which is then stored as ice. 

In Figure 5.2, 

• Light blue (bottom) represents base load chiller cooling 
• Purple (middle) indicate glycol chiller cooling 
• dark blue (middle) bars represent ice build 
• Grey bars (top) shows peak load. 

ln 'Night time' operation electricity is used, at a potentially more economical tariff, rate in 
order to produce and store cooling required for day time operation. 
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Figure 5.2 Peak load matching with Ice produced 

As shown in the Graph, the ice build in the night operation will be burned to match the 
peak load matching. The optimization process will accurately provide the number of ice 
banks to be ready when the day starting and how fast it should be burned to absorb 
required cooling load. 
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5.2 Typical Summer Profile: 

The cooling load on the base load water chillers is initially high but reduces through the 
early hours of the morning to a minimum just before dawn. (Base Load) Please refer to 
Graph 6.2 above 

Meanwhile, the glycol chillers work at their maximum low temperature (-5.6°C) output, 
their efficiency gradually increasing as the ambient air temperature falls. As the ice 
tanks fill up towards dawn, the output of the glycol chillers is gradually reduced, and 
they may eventually switch off completely. (Ice Build) 

For a short peiiod of time the base load water chillers may operate alone. (Base Load) 

As the cooling load increases through the morning, the cooling power of the base load 
water chillers is augmented by the glycol chillers operating at their normal temperature , 
of 3.3°C for cooling operation, the flow of glycol through the heat exchanger being 
adjusted to maintain the design secondary chilled water circuit supply temperature of 
4.4°C. (Chiller Priority) 

Approaching maximum cooling load the CPCS switches part of the glycol flow is 
diverted through the ice bank to bum ice and delivers glycol at 1 °, which when mixed 
with the un-diverted flow, results in the normal heat exchanger glycol entering 
temperature of3.3°C. (Peak Load) 

The CPCS control strategy will aim to bum all stored ice except for the day-to-day 
reserve by (but not before) the end of the peak cooling period. 

At the end of peak cooling load, when ice bum is no longer required, the CPCS switches 
the glycol chillers back to their medium temperature mode, pending reduction of the 
cooling load to the point at which ice building become economical. (Chiller Priority) 

When cooling load and air temperature have both reduced after sunset, the CPCS 
switches the glycol chillers to low temperature ice build mode. (Ice Build) 

If there is any cooling demand in excess of the base load, it is met by mixing glycol 
from the heat exchanger outlet with that direct from the chillers to maintain the nonnal 
3.3°C inlet temperature. (Ice Build plus Cooling) 
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5.3 Typical Winter Profile: 

The cooling load on the base load water chillers is low and reduces through the early 
hours of the morning to a minimum just before dawn. (Base Load) Please refer to Graph 
6.3 below. 

Meanwhile, the glycol chillers work at their maximum low temperature (-5.6°C) output, 
their efficiency gradually increasing as the ambient air temperature falls. As the ice 
tanks fill up towards dawn, the output of the glycol chillers is gradually reduced, and 
they may eventually switch off completely. (Ice Build) 

For a short period of time the base load water chillers may operate alone. (Base Load) 

As the cooling load increases through the morning, the cooling power of the base load 
water chillers is augmented by the glycol circuit using cool glycol from ice melt in the 
ice tanks mixed with wanner return glycol to achieve a 3.3°C glycol supply set point. 
The flow of glycol through the heat exchanger will be adjusted to maintain the design 
secondary chilled water circuit supply temperature of 4.4°C. (Ice Priority) 

The CPCS control strategy will aim to bum all stored ice except for all the day-to-day 
reserve by (but not before) the end of the peak cooling period. 

At the end of peak cooling load, when ice bum is no longer required, the CPCS may 
switch the glycol chillers back to their medium temperature mode, pending reduction of 
the cooling load to the point at which ice building become economical. (Chiller Priority) 

When cooling load and air temperature have both reduced after sunset, the CPCS 
switches the glycol chillers to low temperature ice build mode. (Ice Build) 

If there is any cooling demand in excess of base load, it is met by mixing glycol from 
the heat exchanger outlet with that direct from the chillers to maintain the nom1al 3.3°C 
inlet temperature. (Ice Build plus Cooling) 
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Figure 5.3 Typical Load sharing in the winter season. 

The Graph shows the total ice build, base load and Ice bum operation more likely 
happening during the day and night time operation. However Glycol normal chiller 
operation seems to be very rarely happening transient periods of the different modes . 
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;.4 Load Profile Prediction Methodologies 
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Overview 

The specialist ITES supplier will supply a dedicated chiller plant control system 
(CPCS) including full predictive software strategies. These strategies will select the 
most appropriate and efficient modes of operation including ice build and bum to 
meet the building cooling loads as they vary throughout the seasons. 

The first aim of the CPCS prediction methodology is to ensure that there is enough 
cooling to meet peak demand. The second aim is to use as much of the available 
stored ice as possible during each day of operation. This maximizes the benefit of 
shifting the chiller load to more efficient cooler ambient conditions and potentially 
cheaper electrical tariffs. 

The CPCS strategy must always leave a safety margin in case peak load does not 
drop as quickly as predicted during latter pmi of day. 

The CPCS cannot allow a situation where there is not enough instantaneous cooling 
to meet demand m1d the primary Ch W flow temperature rises significantly above 
set point. 

Control of the integrated system will be based on multiple control strategies and 
customized algoritluns built in to the CPCS and its constituent control units. 

The chiller plant control system (CPCS) software will be capable of incorporating 
all of the operational mode and predictive control strategies described in this 
document either with its kernel operating system or in customized progrmm11ing 
procedures. 

The main CPCS intelligent controllers will be a part of the system level network. 
They will be c01mected using BACnet/IP protocol in peer to peer level 
communication (horizontal system level). The communication (vertical level 
system) between modular local field controllers will be MS/TP protocol over 
twisted pair. This ensures that all local control strategies will not be interrupted by 
any co1m11unication barriers that lie within the same local networks. 

The CPCS will be integrated with the site wide BMS via a BACnet integration 
interface to allow remote oversight and monitoring. 
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5.5 Load profile prediction using software 
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The specialist ITES supplier will supply a specialist CPCS including full predictive 
methods to match ice build and bum to building cooling loads that vary throughout 
the seasons. 

The CPCS will calculate when to start and stop the various modes in particular Peak 
Load. 

The CPCS strategy must always leave a safety margin in case peak load does not 
drop as quickly as predicted during the latter part of day. 

The CPCS software must prevent any situation where there is not enough 
instantaneous cooling to meet a peak demand and as a result the primary Ch W flow 
temperature rises significantly above set point. 

The CPCS will be supplied with standard in built facilities for trend logging, a suite 
of computational numerical algoritln11 based estimation methods and interactive 
operator input facilities. These facilities will be used to calculate load profile for the 
next day and select a sequence of operational modes to best match the predicted 
cooling requirements. 

The estimated load profile will be stored on a non volatile memory segment. No 
data losses will occur, even with any major power interruption. It will be possible to 
access these data without any losses. 

The system will be capable of automatically producing an estimated next day 
operational load profile with hourly cooling load. This will be based on the 
predicted next day peak dry bulb temperature condition, together with possible 
operator input and corrections based on other weather conditions such as predicted 
sunlight, cloud cover, humidity, rain and possible other historical influences. 

The local weather station's next day predicted peak day temperature profile will be 
used to compare with the system design outside peak dry bulb temperature of 49°C 
( 120°F) so as to arrive at an approximate estimated percentage load condition of the 
next day. 

The predicted load percentage factor will be used to determine the next day 
preliminary operational load profile and hourly assigned system cooling production 
by base load chiller, glycol chiller and stored ice. 

The final predicted load profile will be stored in the CPCS by midnight every day 
ready for next day's operational references. 
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Both glycol chillers and ice storage operation will be demand limited, cross checked 
every 15 minutes and updated on an hourly basis for the actual system conditions 
encountered during daytime operation. 

At the end of each hour, the CPCS will compare the predicted cooling load with 
actual cooling load and make necessary conections for the next hour's predicted 
cooling load and the extent of ice consumption available for that hour. 

The CPCS control strategy goals will be: 

• to maintain the design 4.44°C (40°F) chilled water supply at all times to the 
secondary system· 

• To consume all useable stored ice before the night time period starts. 
• to reserve a portion of ice, between 5% and 10%, 

An ice storage reserve will be left in the ice tanks to keep the ice tank temperature 
low enough to be ready for next day ice making as early as possible. 

This strategy will take ~ll advantage ,of the system's higher efficiency when 
producing ice tons during the cooler "night time" period operation, compared with 
producing glycol cooling tons at the higher day time ambient temperature. 

The CPCS will fonnulate its control strategy based on the predicted load profile, the 
system design characteristics and where possible the schedule of varying utility 
rates. 

The operational characteristic will change significantly as the ITES system 
incrementally increases from one Module to ultimately all four ( 4) units. The 
amount of stored ice thermal energy will be increased from 25,451 kWh (7,260 
Ton-Hrs) of one ITES module to 101,805.43 kWh (29,040 Ton-Hrs) with all four 
modules together, without including spare tank capacity. 

In certain scenarios it may be advantageous and economical for the CPCS to 
operate all ITES modules together, at low load conditions, rather than simply 
operating one or more modules at total unit capacity to match the actual secondary 
load required. 

~ 



5.6 Daily opera~ions with some of the potential optimum 
conditions 

The Limitations and mechanical equipment which are used to generate the 
cooling capacity required to be coordinated with correct strategy. The tactical 
control procedure explained below how to handle such situations, whenever it is 

aroused. 

5.6.1 Cooling Load exceeds Maximum Chiller Capacity 
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Once all ITES modules are operating, the CPCS can (if all the ice tanks are 
completely built), begin to reduce the capacity of the glycol chillers incrementally. 
This will be done by demand limiting the chillers in 5% reductions by upward reset 
of the discharge temperature every \5 minutes. 

The CPCS will modulate valves V-2 and V-3 oppositely and proportionately to 
allow glycol to flow through the ice tanks. The ice buming will be used to maintain 
the glycol loop temperature at the design value of3.3°C. 

The modulation and rate of ice bum will be controlled and monitored by the CPCS 
with reference to the predicted operating day load profile and subsystem (base load, 
glycol chillers and stored ice) operation. 

5.6.2 Extreme Peak Load: 

When the Ch W flow through the operational ITES is no longer going to be 
sufficient to meet the ChW secondary flow demand then the 2nd ITES in the 
sequence will be started. 

Having predicted the cooling load profile the CPCS will calculate the best sequence 
and mix of ITES modules and their modes of operation to use to meet the predicted 
cooling load in the most efficient manner. 

This mix will reflect the number of ITES modules currently installed and the 
amount of ice storage available within the modules. The preferred sequencing will 
be set up by the CPCS specialist supplier during commissioning and the user 
interface will allow a trained operator to manually override the sequencing to 
change the order of module and mode operation. 

The extreme examples will be, on one hand, "ITES in sequence" operation, i.e. one 
ITES operated to full capacity followed by the next ITES in sequence and so. On 
the other extreme when selecting the "ITES in parallel" operation the CPCS will 
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run all the available lTES modules in parallel in tb.e same moue anu se\ec\.lng the 
modes as required to achieve the instantaneous cooling required. 

The CPCS will be designed and programmed to allow the operator to change the 
CPCS sequencing of operational modes to match the phased deli very of the gardens 
and associated chilled water plant. 

5.6.3 Post-Peak Load Operation: 

The CPCS will calculate, on an hourly basis, the capacity of Ton Hours (TH) of ice 
remaining, and the mechanical cooling capacity left available, and compare it to the 
water loop Tons demand. 

The CPCS will decide whether to regulate the burning of ice. The CPCS will do this 
by loading up the glycol chillers and base load chillers to slow the ice bum or to 
limit the chiller capacity to burn more ice. 

The CPCS will attempt to burn all ice except for the amount of reserve ice capacity 
calculated to optimize initialization of ice build during the next cycle of operation. 
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